Manufacturing

Assembly, integration and test capability
We provide a trusted and innovative total manufacturing
capability for highly complex electronic integrated systems,
sub-systems, modules and printed electronic circuit
assemblies where quality is paramount. Our ethos is to add
value through our people, scale, capability and engineering
know-how, allowing us to provide a vital advantage to our
customers where it counts.
baesystems.com/electronicmanufacturinguk
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Wiring harnesses and cable work
Capability to manufacture an extensive range of cable
work, from simple point-to-point individual cables to
multiway connector harnesses.
Experienced, specialised fibre optic cable manufacture
in clean room conditions covering single, dual and quad
connector assemblies. Military specification very low
loss assemblies through to commercial standards, fully
inspected and tested. Specialist COSHH-compliant back
potting facility.
Mechanical assemblies, chassis and cabinet build
including wiring
Manufacturer of all forms of chassis and cabinets
inclusive of all wiring requirements using our highly skilled
operators / fitters. This can range from simple benchmounted assemblies to large consoles, racks and cabinets
which require a team of fitters using overhead lifting
supports and air skates.
To support this assembly area we have a machine shop
with an extensive range of machines capable of producing
and modifying piece parts to ensure lead times are kept
within lead time scales.
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